The International Contemporary Art Guide aims to present a summary of the artistic projects
developed during 2018 in the historical town of Assisi.
The projects are exhibited collectively at one of the most prestigious galleries in the heart of the
city of Assisi, UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The exhibition and the production of this guide are proudly supported by the Council of Assisi,
Association Ginestrelle, American artist Virginia Mallon, and the Fat Canary Journal
Disciplines: literary, visual and performing arts, design, architecture, music and video projects.
Exhibition curated by Arte Studio Ginestrelle
Art Gallery Le Logge, Piazza del Comune, Assisi
Opening reception on Friday, 9 November 2018, 5:00 p.m.
The exhibition will run through 16 November 2018
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SOHAIL AFIAT (Germany/Turkey)
Siyah Sefid (English Title: Black & White)
During the residency, I was writing, revising, and developing a feature film screenplay I have
been working on for a number of years. The film is about two Iranians that meet by chance in
Istanbul -one raised in the West, the other in Tehran - who each seek some part of their identity
in the place the other was raised. The film, Siyah Sefid, has a German producer, a team of
Iranian writers and actors assisting in development, and recently won a grant from the Iranian
Heritage Foundation in the UK.
The logline of the film is as follows: Revolution came in 1979, scattering Iranians inside and
outside the country. A generation later, Behnam - born to Iranian refugees and raised in the
West - finds himself trapped in Istanbul, meeting people of all walks of life who mirror his
desire to return to a homeland that is both real and imagined.
Siyah Sefid takes place in Istanbul and Berlin in the world of 2013-2015: one of unpredictable
world events, rapidly growing instability, and record numbers of displaced people. It is a
contemporary story, but with a strong echo of the past: the generation of the protagonists’
parents looms ominously over the film. Through photographs, stories, music, memories, and
the legacy of inescapable historical events - the Iranian revolution, the Iran-Iraq war, mass
migration - the influence of the past lives on.
http://siyahsefidmovie.appspot.com/
Iranian Heritage Foundation

CHARLES THOMAS BAYLEY (United States of America)
The joy of writing fantasy is finding the place between reality and invention.
With fantasy, the author can be auteur as well; can invent anew everything from table manners
to international relations. Yet even a fantasy novel has to have its roots in the relatable. I search
for the the common threads of humanity and place at the center of a world completely
different from our own. My current project is a high fantasy novel based on late Roman
antiquity. My goal is to create an immersive and richly realized world that combines Celtic
folklore and Medieval Christian theology with a modern voice and sensibility. Traveling in Italy
and Ireland recently, I researched the culture and experience from which my novel derives
inspiration. During my much too brief stay at Studio Ginestrelle, wandering through the
complex streets, looking at the frescoes at San Francesco, walking up to La Rocca at sunset, I
found in Assisi a place that felt almost fantastical and yet grounded in history, a place that will
continue to be an inspiration in my work.

MARGRET BRIED (Germany)
With my practical experience as a web designer, documentary filmmaker with Advertising
agencies as well as my own company activities in CSS, computer graphics, HTML, PHP, CMS and
the tools of Adobe (Photoshop, Illustrator, Premiere, After Effect, InDesign, Adobe Flash or even
Final Cut for Film Editing /Motion) I was working many years in my profession as an Graphic
Designer.
But today I only concentrate on what I really like and focus on my passion and this is
painting and teaching. I prefer water color paintings but I also like big formats of Acrylic.
More and more I discover the fascinating combination of ink and water colors.I also like to draw
with pastels. Mostly you will find colorful paintings from me in connection with
nature and people. This year I spent long in Sicily, Sardinian and Calabria, Italy and I use the
advantage of the perfect light in Santa Flavia, Tropea, Sapri, Trapani, Salemi or Marsala and
concentrate on motives with water, ocean and waves.
I've always been fascinated by the translation of our reality into visual experiences.
Typical stone structure of Assisi
In connection with Assisi my first intention was to find peace and intensive time for my
productive artwork.
I came to Assisi to draw something with water but when I arrived in this little beautiful town
with its landscape and surrounding full of medieval history, the sound of the bells,
the roman ruins, and the Christian iconography I changed my plan. I flew through the town with
its architecture and lovely people and food.
I let the flow go and was inspired
throughout the stones, pattern and
symbols around me.
So after my first watercolour picture
from the sea I changed my topic and
was influenced by the paths, the
building the colours of the stones and
how everything suit together and my
three other watercolor pictures reflect
their influences.
My links and website:
art-adventure.weebly.com/
dasauge.de/-margret-bried/
agenturbriedkulturwe.wix.com/agency-culture#!portfolio
fineartamerica.com/profiles/margret-bried
www.saatchiart.com/art-collection/Painting/Landscape-watercolor-painting/
1117456/248983/view

VINCENT CARANCHINI (United States of America )
Scenes of Assisi
The stories of Francis of Assisi draw people from all over the globe. I have traveled to Assisi as a
professor of Interior Architecture with students from the US, as an artist in residency and firstly
as a pilgrim. Every time I return to Assisi, I spend time drawing interior and exterior spaces of
the Umbrian hillside town while reflecting on the powerful stories of Francis, the history of
spaces, and people I encounter. Assisi is a rich and complex tapestry that mingles the stories of
the past with encounters of the present through the spaces of the town and buildings. The
three images presented in this exhibition are from my most recent trip to Assisi in May 2018,
during my second residency at Arte Studio Ginestrelle. These images are part of growing
collection of drawings and watercolors of Assisi intended to be part of a forthcoming book
project. The book will combine illustrations and essays which reflect on the spaces of Assisi
through the lenses of pilgrimage and tourism.
www.vincentcaranchini.com

Piazza Del Vescovado at Night, 2018
Watercolor on paper 8 ¼ x 5 inches

ALYSSA CASEY (United States of America )
My works examine decoration, memory and loss and my own anxieties related to intimacy,
separation, vulnerability, the beauty of decay, and reproduction. My practice employs
handmade paper, collage, drawing, fabric, printmaking, site-specificity and sewing to provoke
the spirit of possibility entrenched in narratives of (white) immigration reconsidered in the face
of a dystopian present.
In Assisi I created two series of intricate, small works inspired by my Italian-American familial
history. Microcosms of collage, drawing, sculpture, and printmaking, the works incorporate
sewing and weaving techniques. I studied the worn, scratched, and artifact-rich stone walls and
frescoed surfaces of the city and the "cancelli" or iron gates of the city's churches to meditate
on the birth of my grandfather out of wedlock in Italy in 1920 and the subsequent ostracism of
my great grandmother from her family.
My grandfather lived the first 10 years of his life without knowing his own father: my great
grandfather had immigrated to the United States shortly after the birth, and the US border was
closed to Italian nationals before my great-grandmother could arrive with their new baby. The
historical echo of this tragedy is now urgent and embodied in the rhetoric of "building walls" as
similar restrictions targeting specific countries deemed undesirable are being enacted by the
current Usonian administration.
"Cancello" also means to erase, and I am interested in the effort of these iron gates to separate,
contain, limit, and dictate behaviors in an attempt to erase certain undesired potentialities. This
effort is in vain, however, as "undesired" actions (abortion, childbirth out of wedlock,
immigration) can be ignored, shunned,
condemned, prohibited, or punished, but
never erased. With these series, I reflect
upon the links between my greatgrandmotherʼs familial banishment, my
grandfatherʼs childhood separation from
his father, and the heinous policies of walls
and separation currently taking place in the
United States.

www.AlyssaCasey.com
Series 1 (6 works) - "Muri"
SERIES 2 (3 WORKS) – "CANCELLI"

GEOFFREY DATSON and ANNETTE HUGHES (Australia)
Ascension: a song cycle
Our first impression of Assisi was the wind blowing up the face of the man made city, likewise
the sound of voices rising up from the narrow passage ways, as if the stones were speaking,
each stone a word. In the sublime acoustic space of S. Giacomo Muro Rupto, itself embedded
in the city wall, the human voice vibrates with all the voices of the past creating a sacred
resonant field, leading to the idea of the city as the 'living rock’, a spiritual fortress hewn from
the mountain it is built on.
Annette’s intention was to immerse herself in place in order to inform a novel in progress set in
the life and times of Giotto. The joint work to emerge from our week long residency is
Ascension, a song-cycle comprising poetry, song, text and music performance which
investigates the mystery of our human desire for ascension; to go up, to climb the metaphorical
mountain, to aspire to something higher, better and more beautiful in ourselves.
We performed the work-in-progress concert in the acoustically beautiful Ginestrelle studio and
the following day ascended Mt Subiaco with fellow artist Monika Thomas who photographed us
in its sacred glades playing our instruments and there we did climb the actual mountain and at
least found something better and more beautiful in our work as the forest added its own music
to ours.
image attached credit: Artist Monika Thomas
Geoffrey Datson’s instrument making is supported by the Queensland Government’s Arts
Showcase fund, and the Noosa Council through its Regional Arts Development Fund (RADF) in
partnership with Arts Queensland.

www.datsonhughes.com

FRANCES MEZZETTI DUGGAN (Ireland)
Frances Mezzetti is a Dublin based visual artist working with performance, installation, video
and sound. Her interest is in how the body moves and responds to the environment. Her
methods involve gathering stories and histories of place as she weaves her pieces in fabrics and
found materials relating to those specific sites. Collaboration on projects with other artists and
disciplines is important in her practice. She has engaged in numerous shows and live
performances for over 25 years nationally and internationally. Her BA Fine Art 1:1 is from NCAD
and MSc in Art psychotherapy was achieved in 2011.
Currently she is working on a project about Lucia Joyce and presented a live performance, video
and sound installation in the GPO Witness History on 20 June 2018.
This collaborative project with Artist/writer Joyce Garvey, is ongoing and aims to travel to Italy,
France and Switzerland following Lucia Joyce’s story as dancer and artist. This September
Frances Mezzetti is one of 5 Bbeyond artists from Ireland invited to perform with Mobius in
Boston curated by Marilyn Arsem Funding in the past has come from The Arts Council, Culture
Ireland, Bbeyond Belfast, Accion Mad13 Madrid.
www.walkingintheway.net
www.theperformancecollective.com

JESSICA DUNNE (United States of America)
Voices
My Assisi apartment had two bedrooms. One was in back with a view of rooftops. It was quiet.
The other was over a carless but busy street. The sounds of voices bounced off the wall
opposite and into the apartment. I chose to sleep in the latter in order to hear the voices of
Assisi.
The first voices I heard in the mornings were those of the pigeons. Such early risers, they
departed the ledge outside my bathroom with fluttering feathers and went in search of
discarded comestibles. A pigeon in the land of Saint Francis lives large.
Glass bottles crashed into the recycling bin, followed by deliveries and, of course, bells. The
tourists arrived in groups, chattering and sometimes clumping up the incline. On weekends,
there was live music on the square until late. The voices continued from early in the morning
until even earlier in the morning.
I mostly—but not exclusively—drew in my apartment. I sat perched at my window surrounded
by sound and studied the subtle shifts in light on the opposite wall. At first, I saw just rocks and
bricks but nothing is just a wall, especially an edifice built in the 1200s. These drawings
emerged from the experience.
www.jessicadunne.com
info@jessicadunne.com

ELLEQUADRO DOCUMENTI ARCHIVIO
INTERNAZIONALE ARTE CONTEMPORANEA

(Italy)

Directed by Arch. Prof. Tiziana Leopizzi since 1993 promote contemporary arts and culture in different
contexts, creating projects and events aimed to communication.
Our Services
•Communication and public relations for Artists and Businesses •Consulting - design, organization
management, realization of art events, exhibitions, meetings, workshops and symposia with Artists and
Professionals, branding management. •Publishing - planning, editing, layout, printing of books, catalogs,
flyers, invitations, audiovisuals •CV and Portfolio consulting, promotion in Italy and abroad • Consulting
and realization of public and private collections Our counterparts Institutions - Ministries, Regions,
Municipalities, Museums Professionals - Companies, Associations, Foundations, Galleries Individuals Artists, Businesses, Patrons, Scholars and Students
Our projects ARTOUR-O il MUST - GAT award - MISA - FERMO IMMAGINE
The format, born in Florence in 2005 where it comes back every year in early March, is itinerant,
modular and very agile. MUST stands for MUSeo Temporaneo (temporary museum): for a few days
carefully selected professionals of promotion of the arts scattered around Italy and abroad Foundations, Associations, Institutions, but also Businesses - temporarily gather in a City creating a real
museum, a very vital one for a discerning and curious audience. Thanks to the Focuses and the attention
to public relations ARTOUR-O is also a stage for the projects that are born here from the meetings of the
“Project Leaders” who gather to promote arts and design as a lifestyle. Arts and Design are the topics on
which attention is concentrated, different and complemetary aspects of creativity in all of its
expressions. During every event the ARTOUR-O d’Argento award is presented to those who shared their
passion with the general public.
Florence Genoa Beijing Shanghai Rome Yiwu London Montecarlo Mérida Prague Barcellona Malta
The Ellequadro Archive
Archiving began in 1988. The archive is an annotated index with an entry for each artist. The information
is compiled from catalogues, articles that have appeared in newspapers and specialist publications,
press releases, invitations and directories of bibliographical, archival and artistic information. Starting
from 1988, the data compiled thus far covers 150,000 artists from 1900 to the present day, including
painters, sculptors, architects, designers and photographers.
While making no attempt to be exhaustive, the cataloguing process provides
information that makes it possible to build up a complete, objective overview of
the work not only of artists but also of ‘insiders’, academics and students, serving
as an indispensable tool for those who want to get a grip on the world of
contemporary art and/or study its history.
The richness of the information in the archive constitutes a key tool for the
activities of Ellequadro Documenti and Ellequadro Events. The archive can be
consulted on request by professionals, students, artists and those with a genuine
interest.
www.ellequadro.com

BOGUMIL GARDOLINSKI (Poland) and PILAR CATANO (Spain)
A Journey to Wander
We didn’t have a special idea about Assisi. We just knew that it was the land of Saint Francis but
that same fact didn’t arise any special expectancy though. But since the moment we got off the
train we couldn’t help to get stung looking at that town placed on the slope of a mountain built
in reddish stone.
The narrow streets and the medieval style of the houses pervade us with nice and kind feelings
of pleasure and full consent, the whole environment appealed for reflection, study, visit and
foster curiosity of research. In the following days we split our activities in visiting the most
symbolic sites of the town but also in unfolding our own projects by capturing images which
drawn our attention of new perspective and style in order to gather them either in photos or in
drawings which represented the most archetypal buildings, courtyards, palaces, landscapes,
churches, and houses of the town.
The fact of Assisi being the land of one of the most worshipped saints of western Christianity
added a spiritual meaning to our stay. This spiritual scent, which was breathed in each corner of
the town, imbued us with a need of spiritual fulfilment too. Whether one can entail a life of
devotion and sacrifice one doesn’t know but what is evident and easy to follow are Saint
Francis’ reflections, meditations and says on what is essential to human creatures as well as
courage to realize what one wants and needs to do. Only a free spirit can do what he did.

Bogumil Gardolinski’s website - bgardolinski.carbonmade.com
Pilar Cataño's website - www.blog.aldesoc.org

MARGARET GARRETT (United States of America)
Video Art and Dance
My childhood was spent dancing, It was my first identity and my first mode of expression as an
artist. I mention this because it informs my paintings- when I begin working on a new piece, I
see the paper or canvas as an empty stage and the line as movement.
I often work in ongoing series, developing a language and following it as it morphs and evolves.
In my “Tuning Fields” series, I am using line-driven layers of color to create loose yet formal
fields of motion that are abstract and at the same time evocative of shapes and patterns found
in nature. In the “Choros” series of paintings, collages, and woodblock prints, the central
preoccupation is with an interplay of shapes that have a solid, even muscular form, to convey a
sense of motion and choreography.
Recently, after turning fifty (a time of transition and often invisibility for many women), I
started dancing again, reclaiming myself as a dancer and starting to layer that experience onto
my own art practice. In this new work, I create a core gestural vocabulary then film myself
expressing that language in dance. I then clip and edit the sequences into video collages,
compositions that locate and amplify my physical gestures – my own body, dancing – into a
larger expression of movement and contrapuntal pattern. I have become fascinated with the
visual language that this combination of technology and the body in motion creates. My videos
and paintings are essentially working with the same compositional elements - linear movement,
shape, rhythm, and the unfolding of patterns. In making these self-portrait pieces, I am
following in a tradition of women artists who have used photography and video as a way to
explore their identity and claim control over their image.
Still from Cuneiform, 2018
http://www.margaretgarrett.com

JOYCE GARVEY (Ireland)
Dr Joyce Garvey is a Scottish born artist and writer living and working in Ireland.

Whose Feet
“Whose Feet’ is a collaborative, on going, and
developing project by two artists Frances Mezzetti:
MSc Art Phychotherepy
BA.(performance/video/installation artist) and Joyce
Garvey: PhD MA.BA.ANCA(visual artist/writer). Their
different disciplines have been drawn together
through a five-year development of work inspired by
artist/dancer/writer Lucia Joyce (daughter of author
James Joyce).
Their project, ‘Whose Feet’, is in its second stage and
is ever evolving. A strategic plan is complete and
underway to take the event from Ireland, to Italy, to
France and Switzerland (all places where Lucia Joyce
lived and worked.)
The first stage of the project has already been
realized and culminated in a sell out event in the GPO
in Dublin Ireland in June of this year (2018)
This consisted of an installation and video by Mezzetti
shot in Trieste where Lucia Joyce was born and a performance constructed by Mezzetti
involving the two artists, with movement choreographed by Libby Steward. This was
interspersed with dialogue from Garvey’s recently published novel on a Lucia Joyce “The Girl
who Danced in Shadows” (completed as part of her PhD in Creative Writing and available in
bookshops, The National Gallery, The James Joyce Centre etc. and on Amazon
http://a.co/i9kxwgu) and an exhibition of Garvey’s batik/paintings Inspired by Lucia Joyce ’
work.
This event was exceptionally well received with support letters available from:
The James Joyce Centre
The Italian Institute
The GPO
www.joycegarvey.com
joycegarveyfineartamerica.com

JEANETTE JOY HARRIS (United States of America)
beneath the silent firmament of the ideas, there are human beings in flesh and bone
Much of performance work is focused on an artist’s experience of vulnerability and the creative
expression that arises from it. While there is a history of the visual and performing arts
addressing vulnerability, performance with its interdisciplinary approach and embodied
immediacy has been able to profoundly inscribe experiences of suffering and trauma on its
spectators in ways previously unrealized. This may be a powerful experience for the artist, but it
is sometimes a confusing experience for an audience member.
Performances of vulnerability have the potential to educate us about violence that we may
never experience and engender a form of compassion that leads to significant social and
political impact. Because of this potential power, performances focused on vulnerability
deserve careful thought and analysis.
The purpose of this essay is to address two specific questions: (1) How do we engage with
works of art whose central focus is vulnerability? (2) How do we critically think about those
works of art without invalidating the performer’s lived experiences?
Association Experimental Action

jeanettejoyharris.me

NATAŠA JOVIČIĆ (Croatia)
As an art historian and art educator, since 1997 Nataša Jovičić has been developing a deep and
sustained interest to make art accessible to the blind and visually impaired people. She has
developed new methods and tools for art education with the express purpose of making art
masterpieces more accessible to them.
An important part of her work is her collaboration with neuroscientists and national museums
such as the Ateneum in Helsinki and the National Gallery in London. As a result of more than 10
years of research, she opened the first exhibition of touchable art at the Modern Gallery in
Zagreb in 2009. Since then she has presented 15 artists among them at the 58th WIPO GA in
Geneva, the oil painting Highway (1952) by the Croatianartist Edo Murtić. Apart from working in
Zagreb, she has applied her new methodology of presenting art masterpieces from museum
collections at the Georges Pompidou in Paris, the National Gallery in Oslo, The National Gallery
in London and in the Modern Gallery in Ljubljana. Her work is permanently exhibited at the
Helsinki and London National Galleries.
Nataša Jovičić interprets the work of art for the blind observers, she helps him or her to
experience the painting, to endeavor to absorb its meaning while listening to the audio
interpretation, which offers a formal analysis of the work of art. Nataša's educational tool with
completely new methodology in interpreting art for the blind forms part of the gallery where
underneath the original painting (or its photo reproduction), a specially designed stand with
five tactile diagrams printed in glass (drawn by artist Zrinka Ostović) and accompanied by an
audio system is placed. A detailed audio guide enables a blind/visually impaired person the
intense examination, contemplation of the work art and thus increases his/her level of
participation. The goal of Nataša's work and study is to increase blind people’s self-esteem, to
open a new window into the art world and to provide them with new knowledge about art
history. Art historians and educators know that the study of art in galleries is a creative process
that transforms objects into something new. Interpreting work of art for the blind is a creative
process that gives sighted people new ideas and possibilities in observing art from a different
perspective."
Rt Hon. David Blunkett, House of Lords, in
connection with an exhibition in the Palace of
Westminster in December 2013. Hon David
Blunkett is blind himselfand for many years
has been Nataša's mentor.
The innovative multisensory
methodology of presentation
of art works is the title of the
Art History book for the Blind
that Nataša Jovičić will edit in
Assisi residency. Publisher is
Modern gallery zagreb, Croatia.
For more information about Nataša Jovičić and her work see: http://ditacta.tumblr. Com

KELLY KINSELLA (United States of America)
I came to the Writer’s Residency with three projects in mind to develop. Since I live and work in
NYC my life is filled with distractions and chaos. I cohabitate with my boyfriend Pep in a small
studio and to get private time to work is nearly impossible. So why I even considered bringing
him to this coveted and solitary place to write was perplexing to me as well as friends, family
and fans begging me to churn out the next play, novel or stand up routine!
Pep is Italian and so bringing him to Italy made sense. He is also the muse of an adult children’s
book, or rather, comical allegory, about relationships that I conceived over two years ago.
The story is of a young independent woman thriving in a diverse modern city who comes upon
a stray dog who follows her home one day. She grows to not only care for, but to love this
eccentric fellow who may or may not
be the usual sort of reliable pet a
human would normally choose.
Challenges ensue and the conflicted
feelings over the meaning of true
companionship.
In my daily wanderings here in Assisi I
have been inspired by the figure of St.
Francis and his love for nature and
animals. When I discovered the
allegory of St. Francis and the wolf I
was immediately struck by the
similarities to the theme in my own
story. This tender and passionate saint
has become a template for the young
woman-albeit a more contemporary
version of a spiritual someone still
seeking, and more often stumbling, in
the process.
The influences of Assisi - its antiquity
and serenity- are the coincidental
magic I needed to further delve into
the truth of what it means to be
bound by human desire in the midst
of eternal prayer and forgiveness.
Having Pep here has been a blessing in
disguise as I maneuver divine frenzy
and leisure while weaving memorable experience through art and life, connecting the two
adroitly and seamlessly into one.
http://www.kellykinsella.com/

PIRJO KOTAMÄKI (Finland)
The reason I came to Assisi, to Arte Studio Ginestrelle, was Saint Francis. I have made poems of
him and now it was time to make new ones and deepen the previous ones. I have already made
four collection of poems (in Finnish), which one of them, the latest one, handles the Finnish civil
war in the year 1918. So the subjects, how different their ware, in some way supplement each
other (but only in my own mind), because Saint Francis represents a person who loves this holy
mankind, weather you are rich or poor, weather human or animal, or even a tree. And this is
the poem I made after visited in Eremo delle Carceri in Assisi:
Eremo delle Carceri / Monte Subasio / Francesco is thinking:
Now the Brothers can`t even see their shadows: eyes have been wide open far
too long.
Brother Sun has burned out bodies; till our own shadows.
These mountains wander straight inside me,
they`re taking you into their arms, opening out, they are moving:
member by member I become one with these mountains,
This rocky umbilical cord, which takes straight to the source:
we are connected with resting,
Our bodies in the depth of the rock,
I`m pressing myself towards,
Little stones inside me, rolling around and searching the place:
deeper,
into the peace,
The stony muscles of the mountain against my cheek:
comforting me, holding me tight,
This rocky bed is keeping our bodies still in place;
our feet, our soul,
Today, outside, Brother Sun is generous and glorious,
We are bounded to wander on these mountains,
we are bound to our feet,
our toes are getting squeezed into the rock and sand,
stones are shedding out of our way (mountains are wandering with us):
This Place always with us.

(translated from Finnish to English by Leena Sainio and Pirjo Kotamäki)
pirjo.kotamaki@pp.inet.fi

ÅSA MARIA KRAFT (Sweden) and ARNE HUGO STOLAN (Norway)
Artistic statement: To poetically explore the artistic and spiritual heritage of Assisi, from the
point of view of trying to understand: what a virtual painting is; a shadow of a specific time and
place; a sermon of birds
The project was really walking and looking, and trying to understand. The place as it is now, as it
might have been. The artistic and spiritual heritage and the contemporary fiction of it, the
souvenirs, the Candelmaggio, the sun and the birds and the Italian language, understanding
shadows of it and trying to write it while breathing it in.

GERRY LYNCH (Ireland)
Lynn’s Story is a continuation of the complicated unfolding of the lives of our two central
characters, Gaston and Lynn, first encountered in An Unreliable Romance.
Their time in Dublin at University is finished.
A change of scene is needed – new challenges, new people. They both still are seeking, in their
very different ways, the meaning of it all - he through writing, with Lynn as his muse, and she
through experience of life itself in all its colourful forms.
In Lynn’s opinion, Gaston is an aspirant, a slightly pretentious acolyte at the altar of Art, but he
is not a complete fraud. She knows he loves her and means well for them both.
Mysteriously, they enjoy each other’s company most of the time, even if they do not
understand why.
Gaston thinks that his relationship with Lynn will inspire his writing. In Paris, she will be his
Muse, much as Jeanne Duval inspired Baudelaire or Beatrice, Modigliani.
Gaston believes he is in Paris, not to settle any questions once and for all, but rather, like
Tolstoy, to study and come to see life in all its various forms.
Lynn will find work in publishing and Gaston will pursue fulfilment through his twin interests of
jazz and poetry.
This will be a great adventure.
gff.lynch@gmail.com

LORRAINE MAINELLI (United States of America/United Kingdom)

In the startling simplicity of the landscape, always mystery, like an illumination.
Project: Series of watercolors, Assisi town and environs.
www.lorrainemainelli.com

ALIX MOREL FLEYRAT (France)
French artist, born in 1982
As an artist, I feel I belong to a world of emotions and aesthetics.
After having graduated from Amiens University Of Fine-Arts, I studied in L’Aquila Academy of
Fine-Arts, Italy.
Ever since I was a child, I have been fascinated by Italian Renaissance and baroque artists.Then,
later, during my travels to Italy and my stays for working artistic purposes, I had the privilege to
study XVth to XVII th c. artists. This rich and fascinating period in history is a constant reference
in my work as well as in my researches about colours, compositions and aesthetics.
As a female and as an artist, I’m deeply connected to those who surround me and feel
sympathy and concern for the human race in general. Moreover, I’m particularly sensitive to
the development of feelings and emotions we all experiment some day or other.
In this respect, and as a matter of consequence, my painting deals with introspection,
compassion and humanism which sounds like an echo to our lives.
Impressions of Assisi
A series of paintings on fleeting and
ephemeral moments of life inspired by
those moments you are sitting on the
edge, when determining the tipping
point of your life.
Paintings inspired by the Assisi’s
landscapes and surroundings and for
those in colours, by the San Francesco
Basilica’s frescos.
www.alixmorel.com

MARY MURFIN BAYLEY (United States of America)
I am a writer and actor living in Seattle, Washington, USA. For many years I was an arts writer
for the Seattle Times and other publications and am now primarily focused on fiction.
I lived in Italy when I was a child, spent my adolescence in Japan, and most of my adult life in
the United States. Because of these transfers I have always been fascinated by how place
affects identity. The intimate interaction between an individual and the culture where that
individual comes to maturity is a mystery that I keep attempting to unravel in my novels and
stories.
My explorations always lead me to realize that all adults are immigrants who have left behind
the landscape and culture of childhood itself. During my residency my focus is on the
completion of a story called “Iron Range” one of a series inspired by the lives of my
grandparents and great grandparents who emigrated from Italy at the turn of the last century.
This image is a collage of watercolors and photographs of characters in this particular story. I
can imagine no better place to write and work than the beauty, quiet, and historic surrounding
of Assisi at Studio Ginestrelle.
marymurfinbayley.com

SUSAN O'MALLEY (United States of America)
Hawaii celebrates Prince Jonah Kananiana'ole Kuhio's birthday every March, yet few
biographies exist about this humble man who represented Hawaii as a territorial delegate to
Washington, D.C. for 21 years. My project will be a children’s literature biography that presents
Prince Kuhio as a role model for the children of Hawaii, written for a fourth grade reading level.
It will emphasize Hawaiian character values such as kuleana (responsibility), ha'aha'a (humility),
and imua (moving forward) to inspire and guide young readers.
My main focus in Assisi is to create a timeline of Prince Kuhio’s childhood, his education as heir
apparent, the role he played in support of his aunt Queen Liliuokalani, and his adult life after
the tragic overthrow of the monarchy by foreign business interests. I am able to pursue this
project now that I have retired from teaching first grade after 37 years. This is not the first time
I have been inspired by the beautiful natural landscape of Assisi and the spiritual energy of Mt.
Subasio's silence. During my first residency in 2014, I worked as a papermaker and vegetable
dyer traipsing the woodland trails of Mt. Subasio, gathering and cooking sustainable plants for
my proposed art project. That experience inspired me to return to the nurturing environment
of Arte Studio Ginestrelle and the warmth of the Italian people.
susanomalley888@gmail.com

RACHEL POLLACK (United States of America)
As an art historian and a university professor, I continually discuss the cultural, historical, and
the technical aspects that go into creating a work of art. However, rarely do I have the
opportunity during the academic year to play the role of a working artist. It is sad for me to
admit this fact since I have continually painted watercolors since my early days in high school
and believe that painting is more than just a hobby for me. In fact, I firmly believe it is by the act
of painting that I become a better art historian and also, an artist—one of my greatest passions
in life.
In the summer of 2018, I put down my books, and left the library in the dust in order to paint
out-of-doors in Umbria and Tuscany. I worked in watercolor in the towns and countryside
around Assisi, Arezzo, and Florence. The majority of my paintings are small studies
(approximately 5 inches by 7 inches) that I could fully develop in situ in the evening or morning
light. The painting exhibited in this catalogue was completed in the late evening hours in Fiesole
after a long day exploring the art treasures in Florence. I was almost too tired to climb the hill
to this scenic overview. But I pulled myself together—sprayed my arms and legs with mosquito
repellent, drank plenty of water and tied up my sandals. This painting captures for me the
beauty of that day and the reason why so many artists and art lovers return to this beautiful
city.
Limited edition signed prints of artwork available upon request. Contact: rpollack@gwu.edu

Rachel Pollack, PhD Art History
The George Washington University

PAUL REUTHER (United States of America)
Val d'Orcia
I have been working as a painter in Italy for the last several summers, painting the countryside
around Assisi in Umbria and in locations near Arezzo in Tuscany.
I returned to Assisi in 2018 to have another look around and to try to work out the elusive highkeyed value relationships in the mid-summer Umbrian sky.
I started several paintings with the hope and promise of additional work in the winter in my
Washington studio.
paulreuther.com

LISA TALIANO (United States of America)
I went to Assisi this year to study the frescoes at the Basilica of Saint Francis, specifically to
analyze the structure of the paintings in their environment, and understand the form of their
expressive impact, but also to simply enjoy the play of shapes, the rhythm of light, and the
ravishing color. They’ve come to represent for me the fragile and tender power of the love
emblematic of Saint Francis.
I imagine that entering the church is like stepping into the heart of early Italian painting. There
is a Cimabue Madonna on the lower level that shimmers in such a way that it looks like it was
made of pure light. When I went up close to it, I was almost surprised by the physical fact of
the wall, that it was just paint.
The water colors that I did while I was in Assisi this summer were direct and spontaneous
gestural impressions, fragments and memories of the images that I saw during the day.
www.lisataliano.com

SIRKKA TAPIO (Finland)
I´m a visual artist Sirkka Tapio from Finland.
In my artwork I have been interested in to find visual discussions between some old art
historical period and contemporary art. Last few years my consept has been the dialoque with
baroc time and urban visual effects.Typically my final work ends up in non-figurative images
even though I do make a lot figurative sketches and drawings too. However this my Assisiexhibition work serie has also recognizable elements.
My Assisi art residence-period started my next art history discussion-theme with Early
Renaissance and contemporary art images. More precisely I got interested in the use of space
layers, symbols and particularly the images of hands at the frescoes from that art period. The
interest to hands become slowly to my daily thinking not only by studying endless frescoes at
Assisi churches but also by observing lots of common things around me in this historical town
and the region in Umbria: for example marvelous architecture, antique wooden doors,
handicraft (Punto d´Assisi) and often quite unique drinking water taps on the street: they all are
made BY HAND. They are handmarks. And I was always eager to feel them by hand.
That made me thinking about graffiti art and tags and signatures. We people have a need to
leave a sign from us, behind us. Like they did on the rock caves +/- 20 000 years ago.
So I ended up to make a serie ”Handmarks” consisting of collage of Early Renaissance hands
and universal hand symbols with a street art twist.
My Assisi-inspired artwork serie is called Handmarks.

www.sltapio23.com

MONIKA THOMAS (Austria/Australia)
Born in Austria
Lives and works in Australia
Kinship Within Creation
With my work I hope to inspire reflection and dialog about our belief systems and how they
inform meaning making and actions which have consequences for all life forms.
During my residency in Assisi I spent my time contemplating the relevance of St. Francis in
today’s society. Underlying my artistic process was the question “How would I change my
behaviour if I was absolutely certain that all life forms - brain or no brain - have inherent dignity
and are deserving of kinship within creation?”
In his own time, the saint was at first judged to be a dreamer, madman and a failure. Yet, 800
years later he is the patron saint of the environment and still inspires millions of people around
the world. ‘Canticle of Creatures’ is a most poetic tribute to creation in which he expresses his
feelings and thoughts about the value and nature of life. But what does his message mean to
us today – without romanticizing - as we face climate change, pollution, over-population, overconsumption, wars and poverty?
Monika Thomas (Assisi-Esperance 2018)
For Project documentation/works in progress or comments please visit
https://kinshipwithincreation.com

KITTY TREDWIN (United Kingdom)
While at Arte Studio Ginestrelle I wish to extend one of my previous projects where I looked at
art education in London compared to Rome / Milan. I loved the passion and conflict generated
when comparing these places. Italy, bursting with pride for their history while London and the
UK thrive off its contemporary standing. Both generating prominent aspects of their individual
cultures.
While at Arte Studio Ginestrelle... I want to extend my understanding of Italian culture. I wish to
now compare my upbringing in the English countryside with what I experience in the slimily
small town of Assisi.
I want to play with writing, using poetry, spoken word and forms I feel can translate my
expressions.

https://www.instagram.com/kittytredwin/?hl=en

CHIH-FEN TSAI (Taiwan)
On my way to Ginestrelle in Assisi, I drove into a journey where culture and nature met. Staying
in the historic town, I sensed the ancient history and the healing spirit of nature all around me.
During this residency, I spent time observing and recording the elements of architecture, trees,
and sky that surrounded me.
By exploring the unique materials sourced onsite, the subtle variations in nature and powerful
stories of architecture challenged me to search for deeper meaning in what I observed. Through
photography, I created a series of four works based on the interplay of nature with the history
and culture of Assisi.
tsaichihfen@yahoo.com

KEITH WILSON (Ireland)
For many years I have created images of places and objects in response to my immediate
surroundings. The resulting drawings, paintings and prints that I have made to date relate to very
particular sites which are highly specific and personal, yet hopefully universal.
During my time spent in Assisi in 2018 I have been fascinated by the recurring arch shape that
appears in the architecture. I hoped to demonstrate a consistent interest in this place over time and
describe how one can retrace one’s footsteps, look again and take time to think, often working ‘in
series’ to accentuate this notion of looking again and returning.
I arrived prepared with some little paper books. I created hundreds of images, a small selection
becoming part of this exhibition.
I aim to make the everyday apparent, appreciated and intriguing and am interested in emphasising
a stillness, simplicity and tranquility through my work, ignoring the spectacular and getting closer to
the more ordinary aspects of a particular setting.
Keith Wilson was born in Belfast in 1971 and studied at the University of Ulster and at Edinburgh
College of Art, Scotland.
His many awards include the Axa Insurance drawing prize and the Hennessy-Craig Scholarship
award, both at the RHA and the Mayo County Council Bursary Award for a residency at the Tyrone
Guthrie Centre. He was shortlisted for the Golden Fleece Award in Dublin and was commissioned by
The Gallery Press to produce a series of images to accompany ‘Wayside Shrines’ by poet Paul
Muldoon.
Keith has held numerous solo exhibitions, shown extensively throughout Ireland and his work has
been included in many group shows in the UK, Europe and the United States, including the
American Irish Historical Society, New York, the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition in London and
Le Logge in Assisi, Italy. He has also been a regular participant in the RHA and RUA annual
exhibitions. His paintings and
drawings are held in many public
and private collections
worldwide including the
collections of the EPA, AXA
Insurance, AIB, the National Self
Portrait Collection of Ireland,
Queen’s University, Belfast and
the University of Wisconsin.
In 2018 he was the recipient of a
major grant from The PollockKrasner Foundation.
He is represented by the Oliver
Sears Gallery, Dublin.
He is a Member of the Royal
Ulster Academy and a Fellow of
the Ballinglen Arts Foundation.
For more information, please visit www.keithwilson.co.uk

BRUCE WOLOSOFF (United States of America)
Bruce Wolosoff, composer and pianist, New York
"Composer Bruce Wolosoff doesn’t limit himself to any one mode of expression: jazz, rock,
boogie- woogie, or classical find their way into the music as the spirit moves him.” (Fanfare
Magazine. "Bruce Wolosoff: American Eclectic”)
American composer pianist Bruce Wolosoff gained early recognition for his recordings and
erformances of the music of the great Italian composer Ferruccio Busoni. Among his credits as
composer are the award winning ballets “The White City” and “A Light in the Dark”, the
internationally acclaimed “Songs without Words” (18 divertimenti for string quartet) released
on Naxos American Classics, chamber music inspired by visual art including “The Loom” and
“The Astronomer’s Key”, and numerous works for piano, many of which draw inspiration not
only from the European classical tradition, but also from American musical idioms like blues and
jazz. Most recently, Wolosoff’s cello concerto was recorded by cellist Sara Sant’Ambrogio and
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Bruce will be composing symphonic music while in residence at the Arte Studio Ginestrelle in
Assisi.
http://www.brucewolosoff.com/
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